In this work, we explore the space of quantum states composed of N particles. To investigate the entanglement resistant to particles loss, we introduce the notion of m-resistant states. A quantum state is m-resistant if it remains entangled after losing an arbitrary subset of m particles, but becomes separable after losing a number of particles larger than m. We establish an analogy to the problem of designing a topological link consisting of N rings such that, after cutting any (m + 1) of them, the remaining rings become disconnected. We present a constructive solution to this problem, which allows us to exhibit several distinguished N -particles states with the desired property of entanglement resistance to a particle loss.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is one of the most fundamental resources for quantum technologies. It is the pillar stone of dense coding, quantum teleportation, quantum key distribution [1] , error correcting codes [2] and quantum computation [3, 4] . Therefore various aspects of quantum entanglement were investigated [5] and different methods for its experimental detection were proposed [6, 7] .
After more than two decades of intensive research, it is fair to say that entanglement in bipartite systems is already well understood and quantified [5] . On the other hand, entanglement in the multipartite set-up is much more complex and intricate. In particular, the topic of characterizing, classifying and quantifying the entanglement of many-particle systems has proven to be an extremely rich subject and is still an active field of research [8] . Already for three or more subsystems there is no unique way to quantify entanglement as different entanglement measures induce different orderings and are maximized by different states [10, 11] . For instance, the three-qubit state |GHZ = (|000 +|111 )/ √ 2 is the most entangled with respect to an important three-party entanglement measure called three-tangle [12] , while the state |W = (|100 + |010 + |001 )/ √ 3 maximizes the average entanglement contained in two party reductions.
Therefore, it is reasonable to characterize entanglement depending on the applications considered. A possible example of such a classification comes through Stochastic Local Operations assisted with Classical Communications (SLOCC). In this approach [9] , one considers two states to be equivalent if they can be obtained from one another with some finite probability using only local operations assisted with classical communications. States belonging in the same SLOCC class may then be used to perform the same protocols, which motivates this very scheme of classification. However, although for three qubits all SLOCC classes have been worked out [10] , already for four qubits there are infinitely many such classes [13] . It is thus necessary to focus on different traits of quantum states in order to find alternative finite classification schemes.
Many useful and complementary features of quantum entanglement were developed in recent years, shedding light into different aspects of multipartite entanglement. Some approaches proposed for two subsystems can be directly generalized for a larger number of parties. For instance, the robustness of entanglement, originally defined for bipartite systems [14] as the minimal amount of mixing with separable states needed to wipe out the entanglement, can be directly applied for multipartite systems.
Starting from the notion of the Bell state one can proceed to the multipartite domain by analyzing, how a given multipartite state is affected if some parts of it are altered or ignored. Such a procedure leads to the concept of Absolutely Maximally Entangled (AME) states, which are maximally entangled with respect to all possible bipartitions of the system [15, 16] . The AME states are particularly relevant for multipartite teleportation and quantum secret sharing [17] and for construction of quantum error correction codes [18] .
A natural generalization of AME states are the so called k-uniform states, whereby the partial tracing of any subsystems down to k qudits will result in a maximally mixed state [19, 20] . Such states can be constructed with help of combinatorial tools like orthogonal arrays [21] , which allow for a coarse-grained classification of multipartite entanglement [22] . Another related measure, called the persistence of entanglement [23] , is defined by the minimal number of local measurements such that the state becomes completely disentangled for any measurement outcome. This property provides a somewhat intuitive notion of entanglement strength, by looking into the minimal requirements to destroy it completely.
A similar idea was used first by Aravind [24] , who proposed to relate some N -partite quantum states with a link composed of N closed rings. After any measurement performed on any subsystem of the state |GHZ the remaining bipartite state becomes separable. Thus this state can be associated with a particular configuration of three rings, called Borromean rings -see Fig. 2 , distinguished by the fact that if one ring is cut, the remaining two become disconnected. Usage of other tools borrowed from knot theory to analyze multipartite entanglement was further advocated in [25, 26] . In fact, Borromean rings and their generalizations interacted with various branches of physics, being both an inspiration and a trigger of their development [27] .
An alternative interpretation of cutting the rings was proposed by Sugita [28] , who suggested associating individual subsystems with rings, entangled states with linked rings, and the partial trace over a given subsystem with the act of cutting and removing the associated ring. In such a way, the physical process corresponding to cutting the ring does not depend on the outcomes of a measurement and is defined uniquely [29] . Such an analogy between quantum entanglement and linked rings, used later in [30] , will be further explored here.
The aim of this work is to refine the classification of multipartite entanglement by introducing the notion of m-resistant states. Entanglement of these N -partite states is preserved even if any m subsystems are traced away, while removing any further subsystem makes the state of the remaining N − m − 1 subsystems completely separable. Despite sharing the spirit of looking into what happens when certain parts of a state are ignored, as for AME states and k-uniform states, the above definition does not impose the restriction of maximal entanglement, which consequently increases the complexity of the problem.
On the other hand, this approach shares attributes with persistence and robustness of entanglement, in that it measures how the entanglement of a given state resists ignoring a certain number of non-accessible subsystems, which corresponds to taking the partial trace over them. This process is not as invasive as performing local measurements on selected subsystems or mixing the analyzed state with locally prepared separable states.
Making use of the analogy between entangled states and linked rings [28] we investigate first a topological question of linking N closed rings in such a way that after cutting any m of them the remaining rings are connected, whereas cutting any additional ring separates the remaining rings. This problem is solved for any numbers N and m with use of algebraic techniques developed in [30] which allow one to associate to any link of N rings with a polynomial of N variables. A formalism developed for the study of the links can be used not only to gain new intuition and pictorial visualization of the entanglement involved, but also to find representative states for each class of m-resistant quantum states, in a way which bypasses a great deal of algebra.
This work is organized as follows. In Section II the topological notion of m-resistant link of N rings is introduced while the analogy to multipartite quantum entanglement resistant to a loss of a subsystem is presented in Sec. III. Exemplary constructions of m-resistant states of three and four qubits are provided in Section IV. In the case of pure states symmetric with respect to permutation of subsystems it is useful to use the stellar representation of Majorana [31] [32] [33] . The search for mresistant states of N subsystems of local dimension d each is discussed in Section V, while the last Section presents concluding remarks and lists some open questions. In Appendix we list exemplary quantum states obtained with use of the combinatorial notion of orthogonal arrays and prove a topological proposition on existence of m-resistant links of N rings.
II. M-RESISTANT LINKS
The question in how many different ways one may link any N rings has been addressed in [30] . We ignore (or cut) each subset of rings and ask whether the remaining link is connected. We do not take into account other superfluous details of the link. In this sense, two rings can only be connected in one way because they are either connected or not, while from a knot theory perspective this could be done in infinitely many different ways.
To formalize the above idea, a particular configuration of any number of linked rings is characterized by a polynomial, denoted as P. The construction of this polynomial starts by associating a variable to each ring and then interpreting the product between variables to be equivalent to the associated rings being linked. Taking a variable to 0 is then interpreted as cutting or ignoring the associated ring. Thus, a given link can be characterized by the remaining links produced from all possible cuts. As an example, consider the polynomial
We use the notation n i , introduced in [30] , where n is the number of rings and i is a cataloging index denoting the specific link class. Eq. (1) implies that the ring a is linked to the ring b, which is also linked with the ring c, while the rings a and c are not directly connected. This can be seen by ignoring the ring a, i.e. taking a = 0, which leaves us with bc, meaning the two rings b and c are still linked. The same thing happens when the ring c is ignored, which leaves the term ab, implying that the rings a and b remain connected. The link associated with this configuration is represented in Fig. 1 . This line of interpretation naturally induces a set of rules for the construction of valid polynomials, which are summarized as follows:
1) There must not be any repeated terms, i.e. no ring variable can have a power greater than 1 (e.g. aab is the same as ab);
2) Each ring variable must appear at least once;
3) There must not be first order terms (i.e. we want any ring to be linked with at least another one);
4) Relabeling of variables is irrelevant;
5) An n-variable monomial M is irrelevant if all of its variables are already present as an n-ring link of lesser order monomials, built only with the variables of M (e.g. abc + ac + ab gives the same results as ac + ab after each variable is taken to 0, so we keep only ac + ab).
These rules for polynomial construction can then be used to count the number of distinct ways to link a given number of rings. For N = 2, 3, 4 and 5 rings, there are respectively 1, 4, 40 and 6900 ways to form a link [30] , while for an arbitrary N the corresponding number has not been found yet.
A particularly interesting subclass of links with N rings is one where all rings remain connected after any m < N cuts, but become fully separated if m + 1 cuts are performed. Links with this property will be called mresistant, since they resist up to m cuts before becoming fully disconnected. Clearly, 0 ≤ m < N − 2, since a link may not resist any cut or it may resist up to N − 2, in which case we are left with a link of two rings that evidently will not resist any other additional cut.
The problem of finding how many m-resistant links of N rings exist is straightforward to solve. There must always be exactly m + 1 cuts until the link is separated, i.e. until the associated polynomial becomes 0, and it does not matter which rings are chosen to be cut. This immediately implies that the polynomial must be the sum of all possible N − m letter terms. For N rings, there will be N − 1 classes of different resistances.
III. LINKS AND QUANTUM STATES
Picking up from the previous section, an analogy can now be made by identifying a ring to a particle and attributing the act of ignoring a ring to the operation of tracing out the particle [28] , as if that subsystem has not been detected. Linked rings are then associated with entangled particles, while separated rings represent separable particles. Distinct links thus represent distinct entanglement classes. Since the trace is used as the connecting ingredient, the entire analogy is basis independent. In addition, since the partial trace is defined for arbitrary Hilbert spaces, we may consider composite quantum systems of any dimensionality. In this paper, we start working with N -qubit systems, but in Section V we discuss also systems with a larger local dimension d.
The "link -quantum entanglement" analogy goes both ways: one may find the link class associated with a certain state, or; one may look for a state possessing the entanglement properties of a specific link. The former problem is straightforward to answer: one adds a term with k variables to the polynomial whenever the subsystem with the associated k particles is entangled. The latter problem, as we shall show, is much more intricate but can usually be solved using maps between polynomials and quantum states.
The notion of m-resistant links of N rings introduced in the previous section naturally motivates to distinguish the following class of entangled quantum states of N subsystems.
Definition: (m-resistance) An entangled state of N parties is called m-resistant if:
• It remains entangled as any m of its N subsystems are traced away;
• It becomes separable if a partial trace is performed over an arbitrary set of m + 1 subsystems.
The first nontrivial example of m-resistance arises for N = 3, which is simple enough to study on intuitive grounds. The case m = 0 is exemplified by the GHZ state [10] [11] [12] 
since tracing out any party will result in a separable density matrix. The corresponding link has the properties of the well-know Borromean link, depicted in Fig. 2 . This link is constructed in such a way that, if any ring is cut, the remaining two rings become separated. We denote the associated link class by 3 1 , and the polynomial that characterizes it is given by
For N rings, the generalization is called Brunnian link, with general polynomial so if a single variable is set to zero, the polynomial vanishes.
The case m = 1 has different properties, since if any party is ignored the remaining two parts are still connected. From the point of view of quantum entanglement a three-qubit state, called |W [10] ,
possesses this property, since partial trace over any of its subsystems will result in an entangled mixed state. A link which mimics this property is represented in Fig. 3 . The polynomial which describes this link is symmetric, Figure 3 : An example of a 1-resistant link of 3 rings, classified by the polynomial ab + ac + bc, given in Eq. (6).
and the generalization to any number of rings is given by the sum of all two-variable terms.
IV. IN SEARCH FOR M-RESISTANT STATES OF N QUBITS
The problem of finding m-resistant states for a general number N of qubits is not trivial. Since we are only interested in whether a reduced state is entangled or not, for any partial trace, it is clear that at least these states can be symmetric regarding exchanges of subsystems. This is not strictly necessary, as symmetry under qubit permutation is not invariant under local operations, but it does provide one possible direction. However, the requirement of separability, or lack of it, is not simple to achieve using any standard algebraic techniques.
In this section we will demonstrate how the analogy between links of rings and entangled quantum states may be used in order to find representative mixed states for all m-resistant cases up to N = 7. For pure states the problem has not been fully solved yet but nevertheless we will present a few examples as well as some geometric intuition behind them.
A. A general rule for mixed qubit states
The fundamental aspect of the analogy between links of rings and entangled states is that one can solve certain entanglement problems using the polynomials that characterize the links, and apply a map converting polynomials into quantum states. As we show below, this heuristic reasoning proves to be useful to identify interesting examples of quantum states resistant to loss of subsystems.
The method to obtain m-resistant mixed states of N qubits starts from the polynomial of N variables that characterizes the corresponding m-resistant links and consists of J terms. For each term t i of the polynomial, we associate a state |t i ∈ H ⊗N 2 ⊗ H d of the form
where |φ sep stands for a separable state of m qubits, while |φ ent denotes an entangled state of the remaining N − m qubits. An additional state, |χ D of a single system D with d levels, plays an auxiliary role, as it will be traced over. An unnormalized superposition state, |ψ N , m = J i=1 |t i , allows us to generate the resulting mixed stateρ(N, m) of N qubits by partial trace over the
To form an m-resistant state we choose the separable mpartite state |φ sep in (7) to be |0 . . . 0 , the extra qudit will assume the index value of the current term, and the entangled part |φ ent will have the form
where ijk . . . are the variables appearing explicitly in the corresponding term of the polynomial. Note that for any m > 0 the above superposition is not symmetric, while for m = 0 the state |E 0 ijk denotes just the standard |GHZ state (2) among subsystems labeled by indices i, j and k.
Putting the above recipe into practice, we have obtained m-resistant representative mixed states for all m for the cases N = 3 up to 7. In order to test for entanglement/separability of the reduced density matrices after each partial trace, we used a code available in [34] which looks iteratively for the nearest separable state and its decomposition into pure product states, returning the distance from the target matrix.
N =3
Although representative pure states have already been provided in the previous section for N = 3, we show here an alternative answer in terms of mixed states. They are of the general form
with |ψ 3,m specified case by case.
For m = 0, we have a state with the entanglement properties under partial trace represented in the link of Fig. 2 . Its polynomial given by Eq. (3) has a single term only, which leads to the product state
Hence the resulting state (8) obtained by partial trace is pure, and it is shown merely for completeness. The remaining case m = 1 is depicted in Fig. 3 and is characterized by the polynomial of Eq. (6). As such, we are lead to the following superposition of three states, entangled with respect to different splittings,
2. N = 4
Using exactly the same procedure of N = 3, we obtain representative m-resistant mixed states for N = 4, written in general aŝ
with |ψ 4,m specified case by case. It is also worth mentioning that the links for more than three rings have been drawn using a technique developed in [30] that makes direct use of the polynomials associated with them. For m = 0, the corresponding monomial reads
so the state associated with the link shown in Fig. 4 has the product structure, Figure 4 : An example of a 0-resistant link of 4 rings, which is a 4-component Brunnian link, corresponding to the polynomial abcd -see Eq. (14) . Notice that after cutting a single ring all three remaining rings become disconnected.
The case m = 1 is associated with the polynomial then mapped into the mixed state with
where the . . . entail all the other states associated with the remaining terms of the polynomial. Finally, the case m = 2 is described by
whose associated link class can be represented by the link of Fig. 6 . The corresponding mixed state is readily obtained from
The case of N = 5 can be analyzed in analogy to the previous cases. The general m-resistant mixed state will be written asρ
with |ψ 5,m specified case by case. For m = 0 we have
so the respective state will be
For m = 1, we have
which gives rise to the mixed state obtain from
For m = 2, the polynomial is
which is mapped into the state
Finally, for m = 3, we have
which gives the state
4. N > 5
Taking into account the examples presented in the previous sections, it becomes tentative to conjecture the following statement. Let S p−q be the set containing all subsets of p letters with p − q elements, and let B
with
is an m-resistant state of N qubits. This result has been checked for N up to 7. For a larger number of qubits the size of the system grows as 2 N so the computing time required to investigate separability of reduced density matrices increases accordingly. Therefore studies of systems with a larger number of qubits, although possible, becomes impracticable.
Regarding the representation of links with more than 6 rings, it becomes less elucidating, so we will refrain from providing them in those cases. Nevertheless, using the respective polynomials, it is a straightforward task to draw these links.
B. Pure qubit states
Unlike the case with mixed states, identification of a pure state of the N -qubit system associated with a given m-resistant link of N rings is more intricate, if at all possible. We will provide here some partial answers following two different approaches: one which makes use of the polynomial formalism for links; and another one based on the Majorana representation [31, 32] of symmetric states of several qubits.
In the spirit similar to the previous sections we may inquire if there exists a straightforward map between the polynomials of m-resistant links of N rings, and mresistant pure states of N -qubits. Taking into account Eqs. (29) and (30), the most immediate ansatz for a pure m-resistant N -qubit state, denoted as |(N, m) , would be
Hence, we remove now the extra qudit in Eq. (30) and need not perform the partial trace. The state still possesses the same symmetries as the corresponding polynomial under particle permutations, so it is as least intuitive as a candidate. This ansatz, tested up to N = 7, gives a correct answer only for m = 0, N − 1 and N − 2. The first failure thus occurs for N = 5 and m = 2, where no corresponding 2-resistant pure state of 5 qubits has yet been found. Other choices could be made for |E m in Eq. (31), for example, but as it turns out, no change in the coefficients of Eq. (9) will provide the correct answer. Different approaches can be used to search for mresistant pure qubit states. Since the states can be symmetric under particle permutation, one may use the stellar representation of Majorana [31, 35] , which provides an alternative intuition on the geometry of these states. The Majorana representation of a N -qubit pure state, fully symmetric under permutations of its i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i N qubits, is given by
where the sum runs over all permutations σ ∈ S N of particles indices, K is a suitable normalization constant and
The N pairs (θ j , φ j ) are called Majorana points and uniquely define a point in the Bloch sphere. In this way, one may define a fully symmetric N -qubit state by fixing N points on the sphere. For this reason, the name stellar representation is also common, as each point represents a star in the sky, while a group of stars forms a constellation.
One of the advantages of the Majorana representation is that it allows one to ascribe to entanglement a degree of geometrical intuition. If one fixes all the stars at a single point the corresponding state is separable. For instance N degenerated stars on the North pole represent the state |0 · · · 0 . However, as the degeneracy is lifted, any non-trivial constellation of stars corresponds to an entangled state of N qubits. Thus, in a sense, the distance between the stars is directly related to the degree of entanglement [35, 36] , although such a criterium to quantify entanglement is not uniquely defined.
N = 3
In order to investigate possible patterns, one should start with the lowest qubit case N = 3 and look for the simplest choices of constellations which give expected results. It is straightforward to show that the constellations of Fig. 7 give the desired answer for all m-resistant states of 3 qubits. The m-resistant states of N -qubits constructed with help of the stellar representation and Majorana points will henceforth be denoted as |(N, m) MP . The constellation corresponding to m = 0 results in the GHZ state
for which the distance between the points at the equator is the greatest. From this perspective, the |GHZ state could be considered as the most entangled, although from the point of view of resistance, entanglement of this 0-resistant state is not resistant to the loss of a subsystem. The case of m = 1 corresponds to the state Fig. 2, and b) is related to the link in Fig. 3 .
where the weight of the |000 is increased with respect to Eq. (34), as one of the stars sits at the North pole.
N ≥ 4
The example of N = 3 suggests that m-resistance may be directly related to the number of stars on the North pole, with all others evenly distributed along the equator. Indeed, for N = 4 this is in fact the case, where pure qubit states for all m-resistant can be constructed exactly in this manner, with the constellations depicted in Fig. 8 North pole and distribute the remaining stars evenly at the equator, where for convention we choose the first star at the equator with ( 
where we introduce the Dicke states [37] 
with the sum going through all permutations P j . For N = 4, we have
The construction described above breaks down at N = 5. The first exception appears at (5, 1), where it is found that |ψ 5 1 = |(5, 2) . All other cases, i.e. m = 0, 2 and 3, give pure states with the desired resistance. One may naturally inquire whether other symmetric positions of stars may give rise to a |(5, 2) , other than 1 star on the North pole and 4 stars distributed in a square at the equator. We have tested combinations where two stars are lifted by a general latitude, as well as four stars, and it is possible to show that no 1-resistant state exists for these families of states. Evidently, this does not prove that a pure 1-resistant state of 5 qubits does not exist, although it is tantalizing to conjecture it, given that pure states with certain entanglement properties under partial trace do not exist. For instance, it is known [38] that there are no AME states for four qubits.
For N > 5 until 7, we have verified that the ansatz in Eq. (36) fails in all situations except for m = 0, N − 2 and N − 1. It is in fact possible to show for general N that these cases are always satisfied, i.e. that
A proof that |ψ N 0 is zero resistant is straightforward. Indeed, by Eq. (36), we have
This state is a generalization of the GHZ state for N qubits, which, after any partial trace, returns a density matrix of the form
where tr k denotes the trace over any set consisting of k qubits. This density matrix is separable for any k > 0, and thus the state |ψ 
where we define α ij ≡ N −i j . The partially transposed matrix has one of the eigenvalues equal to
which is negative for any N . Thus, by the positive partial transpose (PPT) test, we confirm that each 2-qubit reduced density matrix is always entangled, and the state |ψ The partially transposed matrix of size four has all positive eigenvalues for N > 1. In this case the PPT test guarantees that the resulting state is always separable. We must then look into the reduced density matrix with one less partial trace, in order to check if it is entangled. Such density matrix has the form 
By partially transposing any qubit, we will obtain a matrix which possesses an eigenvalue equal to
(48) which is negative for all N . PPT criterion implies that all the subsystems are entangled. This proves that the state |ψ N N −3 is (N − 3)-resistant.
V. IN SEARCH FOR m-RESISTANT QUDIT STATES
As already mentioned in Section IV B, we were not able to establish a general construction of an m-resistant pure state of N qubit system. Therefore, we have expanded our search for subsystems with a larger local dimension d ≥ 3, sometimes called qudits. We succeeded in providing formulas for a k-resistant N -qudit pure state for N ≥ 2k.
An example of the AME state of six qubits [39] inspired us to search for states with diagonal density matrices after tracing the appropriate number of parts. More precisely, m + 1 parts in order to find an m-resistant state.
Trivially such states are separable after tracing m + 1 parts. Of course, the states we are looking for must remain entangled after tracing out a smaller number of parts. In order to find such states, we present a connection between a family of combinatorial designs and a family of quantum states with required properties. In particular, we use the notion of orthogonal arrays (OA), and the established connection [21] between quantum states and OA.
We use the following, consistent with the hitherto, notation |(N, m) d for an m-resistant state of N qudits.
A. Orthogonal arrays and quantum states
Orthogonal arrays [42] are combinatorial arrangements, tables with entries satisfying given orthogonal properties. A close connection between OA and codes, entangled states, error-correcting codes, uniform states has been established [41] . Therefore, investigation of the connections between OA and resistant states seems to be a natural approach. Firstly, the concept of OA is briefly presented; secondly, relations between OA and resistant states are given.
An orthogonal array OA (r, N, d, k) is a table composed by r rows, N columns with entries taken from 0, . . . , d−1 in such a way that each subset of k columns contains all possible combination of symbols with the same amount of repetitions. The number of such repetitions is called the index of the OA and denoted by λ. One may observe, that the index of OA is related to the previous coefficient by the following formula: Fig. 9 presents an example of an OA. A pure quantum state consisting of r terms might be associated with OA (r, N, d, k), simply by reading all rows of OA [21] . The state of N qudits associated with the orthogonal array OA (r, N, d, k) will be denoted as by |φ (N,k) d .
B. Orthogonal arrays of index unity
The crucial quantity for our purpose, related to OA, is its index. It preserves the following information: how many repetitions of any sequence i 1 , . . . , i k there are for each subsystem of k rows. For λ = 1, any sequence appears only once, and such an array is called index unity array. We emphasize their remarkable role in the search for resistant states. A proof of the latter statement is provided in Appendix A. From the OA presented in Fig. 9 , we obtain, for example, the following five-ququart, 1-resistant state:
Proposition 1. For any orthogonal array of index unity
C. Existence of OAs and relevant m-resistant states Construction of index unity OAs was provided by Bush [40] in 1953. He used methods based on Galois fields theory in order to obtain the following result:
n for some prime number p and natural number n, then we can construct the array In Appendix B we present some of the m-resistant qudit states. A more interested reader might easily reproduce more of them with the help of available OA tables [44] . We organize all results obtained so far in table I. These results encourage us to pose the following conjecture: Conjecture 1. For any N and m, there exists an mresistant N -qudit state in some local dimension d.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Any link of N closed rings can be associated with a polynomial of N variables. This technique, developed in [30] , allowed us to construct a class of m-resistant links of N closed rings such that, after cutting any number m of them, the remaining rings are connected, while cutting any of the remaining rings separates them. Making use of the analogy between linked rings and entangled states [28] we provided examples of m-resistant entangled quantum states, such that their entanglement is resistant to the loss of any set of m subsystems.
An explicit construction involving the partial trace provides examples of m-resistant mixed states of N -qubit systems. An alternative method based on stellar representation yields m-resistant pure states, but for N ≥ 5 it does not produce all the required states for all values of m = 0, 1, . . . N − 2. However, in some cases for which the above method fails (e.g. N = 5 and m = 1) we constructed m-resistant pure states of N parties with a higher local dimension d making use of the combinatorial notion of orthogonal arrays [41] .
It is important to emphasize two defining characteristics of any m-resistant quantum state. The first one is the presence or disappearance of entanglement after partial traces, which is equivalent to fixing which subsystems of a quantum state are entangled, when the remaining part of the system is ignored or cannot be measured. In other words, it fixes which subsystems are able to successfully perform protocols between each other. The second defining property is the symmetry under permutations of parties, which brings about a notion of equality between all subsystems.
These two characteristics of quantum resistance may be combined into applications which require the simultaneous action of any given number of parties in order to perform some concrete task. For instance, consider a digital locker belonging to a certain network of N parties, where each person is in possession of a qubit, which is part of a genuinely entangled N qubit state. One may devise this locker such that it may only be opened through a protocol involving at least m people. In this case, an m-resistant state of N qubits will provide exactly this conditions, since any m − 1 parties will always be in a separable state that makes it impossible to form correlations between them. Proof of Proposition 1. In order to prove the (k − 1)-resistance of |φ (N,k) we need to show that it becomes separable after the partial trace of any k particles; while it remains entangled as any k − 1 particles are traced away.
Observe that after tracing out any k particles, the density matrix becomes a diagonal matrix, hence it represents a separable state.
Checking the entanglement properties of the system after tracing k − 1 particles is a bit more tricky. We shall show that such a system after partial transpose of one particle will always have a negative eigenvalue. Hence by PPT criterion, it remains entangled.
We investigate the density matrix ρ a (ψ) after tracing out first (k − 1) particles. We will show that the partial transpose of the last particle ρ 2 , 5, 4, 2 . We investigate the matrix ρ T5 1 (ψ) obtained by tracing out the first particle and transposing the last one. The first two rows of presented OA differ in all positions except for the first one. They generate the elements |0001 1110| and |1110 0001| in ρ T5 1 (ψ). There are no other elements in ρ T5 1 (ψ) involving |0001 , |1110 , and 1110| , 0001|. Consequently, the matrix ρ T5 1 (ψ) has a negative eigenvalue. A similar argument holds for any other choice of a traced particle, and thus ρ 1 (ψ) is an entangled state.
To begin, take two rows of the OA, which have zeros on the first (k − 1) positions. Since the OA has strength k and is of index unity, those rows differ in all other positions. Without loss of generality assume that they are of the form
Consider now the density matrix ρ k−1 (ψ) obtained by tracing out first (k − 1) particles, and examine the eigenvalues of the partial transpose of the last particle ρ T l k−1 (ψ). The aforementioned rows generate the following elements in the matrix ρ
We shall show that those elements are the only ones interlocking the bras
and kets
With this observation at hand, one can see that the matrix ρ T l k−1 (ψ) has the block structure:
where we changed the order of computational basis in such a way that the first two vectors are
Consequently, ρ T l k−1 (ψ) has at least one negative eigenvalue, namely −1.
It only remains to show the block form of the matrix ρ T l k−1 (ψ). One may deduce it from the following two observations:
1. The first row in OA is the only one having zeros at positions k, . . . , N among the first d rows. Indeed, each of the first d rows has zeros at the first k−1 position. Since the OA is of unity index at each other position, the elements will differ between rows;
2. There are no other rows having only zeros or only ones at the positions k, . . . N − 1. Indeed, since we assumed N ≥ 2k, the number of those positions is ≥ k. The first and the second rows have zeros, and ones, respectively, in those positions. Since the OA is of unity index, no other row may inherit this property.
This ends the proof.
We present some of the m-resistant qudit states obtained using the established connection with orthogonal arrays. More states can be straightforwardly found with the help of available OA tables in [44] .
The state |(7, 1) 7 might be obtained form |(8, 1) 7 simply by deleting the last qudit from each summand. The number of summands grows rapidly as a function N m=1 . For instance, the states |(7, 2) 7 and |(8, 2) 7 are superpositions of 7 3 elements each; while the state |(8, 3) 7 consists of 7 4 elements. The states can be quickly obtained through the method demonstrated in Section V A with the help of available OA tables in [44] .
Appendix C: m-resistant links revisited
The notion of m-resistant links is shown to be useful to visualize entanglement properties of a multipartite quantum state. Furthermore, it can be also relevant in the context of knot theory. Even though from this perspective it is not common to analyze problems related to cutting the links or neglecting them, the literature contains some items on this topic [45] .
We emphasize the relation between m-resistance and n-triviality of a link diagram. Let us begin with the precise definition of an m-resistant link.
Definition 1 (m-resistant link). A connected link consisting of N components is called m-resistant if:
• it remains linked as any m components are neglected;
• it becomes unlinked after neglecting any m+1 components.
The most common example of m-resistant link is the Brunnian link, with m = 0. We recall that the Brunnian link is a non-trivial link that becomes a set of trivial unlinked rings if any single component is removed.
A Brunnian link consisting of N rings is by construction 0-resistant, see Fig. 4 . There is a natural question, which is whether, for any N and m < N , there exists an m-resistant link or not. We shall show that is in fact possible, as it should be on intuitive grounds. To prove this statement we use the technique of associating rings to polynomials provided in [30] . Consider a polynomial of N variables, P m (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ), with N m different terms, each being a product of N − m variables. If m + 1 variables are set to zero, then P m is equal to zero, which is taken to imply that the corresponding link becomes disjoint after cutting m + 1 links.
The procedure for constructing such links uses Brunnian braids spanned on the appropriate number of rings as basic building blocks. In particular, constructing an m-resistant link of N components amounts to constructing a polynomial of N variables with N N −m terms of N − m variables each, and identifying each of these terms with the appropriate Brunnian building block -see Fig. 11 . Each Brunnian building block is a pure braid, i.e. a braid where the lines begin and end in the same order. In addition, each Brunnian braid interlaces only the lines corresponding to the variables appearing in the specific term of the polynomial, with the remaining lines present but not interlaced. In the end, all braids are put together by connecting lines of the same color to form a single braid, corresponding to the specific m-resistant link obeying both conditions required in definition 1. The order by which they are connected does not matter.
Finally, the procedure which is used to represent all m-resistant links in this work, developed in [30] , can also be adapted in a way which is easier for 3D visualization.
For a given m-resistant link, this procedure begins by drawing one Brunnian link for each term of the polynomial that characterizes the link and then cutting one end of each ring. The ends of all rings of the same color are then connected in such a way that no additional crossing are performed. A particular way to systematize this process is by building blueprints like the one described in Fig. 12 
